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Vidal-Gadea AG, Jing XJ, Simpson D, Dewhirst OP, Kondoh Y,
Allen R, Newland PL. Coding characteristics of spiking local inter-
neurons during imposed limb movements in the locust. J Neuro-
physiol 103: 603–615, 2010. First published December 2, 2009;
doi:10.1152/jn.00510.2009. The performance of adaptive behavior
relies on continuous sensory feedback to produce relevant modifica-
tions to central motor patterns. The femoral chordotonal organ (FeCO)
of the legs of the desert locust monitors the movements of the tibia
about the femoro-tibial joint. A ventral midline population of spiking
local interneurons in the metathoracic ganglia integrates inputs from
the FeCO. We used a Wiener kernel cross-correlation method com-
bined with a Gaussian white noise stimulation of the FeCO to
completely characterize and model the output dynamics of the ventral
midline population of interneurons. A wide range of responses were
observed, and interneurons could be classified into three broad groups
that received excitatory and inhibitory or principally inhibitory or
excitatory synaptic inputs from the FeCO. Interneurons that received
mixed inputs also had the greatest linear responses but primarily
responded to extension of the tibia and were mostly sensitive to
stimulus velocity. Interneurons that received principally inhibitory
inputs were sensitive to extension and to joint position. A small group
of interneurons received purely excitatory synaptic inputs and were
also sensitive to tibial extension. In addition to capturing the linear
and nonlinear dynamics of this population of interneurons, first- and
second-order Wiener kernels revealed that the dynamics of the inter-
neurons in the population were graded and formed a spectrum of
responses whereby the activity of many cells appeared to be required
to adequately describe a particular stimulus characteristic, typical of
population coding.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Designing an artificial-limb control system inspired by bio-
logical control systems is a major challenge even when based
on the simplest of animals since we know little of the huge
integrative task performed by neuronal networks that control
the limbs. How do the relatively small numbers of neurons in
the insect CNS achieve the high degree of versatility of
movement and similar precision as higher animals? To begin to
understand this, we need to know in detail how sensory signals
are processed in the CNS and what roles are played by different
interneurons in the networks. Few studies, however, have
systematically analyzed the coding properties of the interneu-
rons, and those that have ignored their nonlinear properties.

The importance of precise control of limb movements is
such that organisms as diverse as vertebrates and arthropods
are endowed with a plethora of mechanoreceptors that monitor

their limb movements. Vertebrates are equipped with muscle
spindles (Mathews and Stein 1969), Golgi receptor organs
(Mathews 1933), and stretch receptors (Sinclair 1981), while
arthropods use bipolar cells (Hilton 1924; Rogosina 1928),
campaniform sensilla (Pringle 1938a,b, 1940; Zill and Moran
1981), hair sensilla (Pringle 1938c), muscle receptor organs
(Slifer and Finlayson 1956), joint receptors (Coillot and Boistel
1968), and chordotonal organs (Usherwood et al. 1968) that
monitor muscle length, joint angle, velocity, and acceleration
of their limbs (Bässler 1972a,b; Burrows and Horridge 1974;
Field and Rind 1981; Full 1994; Gordon 1991; Gordon and
Ghez 1991; Pearson 1993).

In the locust a proprioceptor in the hind leg, the femoral
chordotonal organ (FeCO), consisting of �90 sensory neurons
(Matheson and Field 1990), monitors the movement of the tibia
about the femoro-tibial joint (Bräunig 1985; Usherwood et al.
1968). The population of sensory neurons of the FeCO has an
overlapping range of responses from encoding position to
velocity and to acceleration (Kondoh et al. 1995) and is
responsible for a resistance reflex that opposes the movement
applied to the leg (Field and Burrows 1982). In locusts, in
common with other insects, the FeCO afferents synapse di-
rectly onto spiking and nonspiking local interneurons and leg
motor neurons (Burrows 1987a; Büschges 1989). Different
sensory neurons respond to different qualities and ranges of
stimuli (Kondoh et al. 1995), and these properties are thought
to be translated onto their principal postsynaptic targets, the
spiking local interneurons (Burrows 1988). However, it has
been difficult to characterize populations of interneurons using
standard ramp and sinusoidal stimuli, which only provide
limited insight into the dynamic characteristics of the system.

Wiener kernel analysis using Gaussian white noise (GWN)
as a stimulus enables a more complete and systematic charac-
terization of a neural system by modeling its transfer charac-
teristics (Marmarelis 2004; Marmarelis and Marmarelis 1978)
and has been previously utilized to provide thorough charac-
terizations of the properties of the locust FeCO proprioceptive
afferents (Kondoh et al. 1995), the flexor (Newland and Kon-
doh 1997a) and extensor tibia motor neurons (Newland and
Kondoh 1997b). The nonlinear models overcome the limitation
of linear models, which always respond symmetrically to
flexion and extension. Equally important, mathematical model
descriptions allow prediction of responses of a characterized
neuron to any given input, thus providing robust methods for
comparison of neurons and network properties between ani-
mals (Marmarelis 2004).

Previous studies of the linear responses of a population of
spiking interneurons located on the ventral ganglionic midline
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established that they respond to the position of the tibia, and to
the imposed direction, amplitude, and velocity of the motion
(Burrows 1988). Since interneurons may, however, be in-
volved in different aspects of sensory processing, studies of
individual interneurons are insufficient to portray an accurate
image of the tasks performed by the population and whether
joint movement is encoded by the activity of single compo-
nents in the population or the combined activity of many
interneurons (known as population coding). To understand the
role of the spiking local interneurons in the integration of
sensory information and the modulation of behavior, it is
therefore necessary to thoroughly quantify both their linear and
nonlinear responses to sensory signals from the FeCO.

In this study we therefore used physiological and mathemat-
ical techniques to describe and model the dynamics of the
synaptic activity of a population of spiking local interneurons
in response to imposed limb movement about the femoro-tibial
joint. The resulting mathematical models were used to test the

responses of the interneurons to any arbitrary input and were
tested to reveal how well the models fitted the actual responses.

M E T H O D S

Adult male and female desert locusts, Schistocerca gregaria (For-
skål), taken from our crowded colony were used for all experiments.
Locusts were mounted ventral-side-uppermost in modelling clay. A
hind leg was rotated 90° and fixed with the anterior face uppermost at
a femoro-tibial angle of 60°, an angle in the middle of the linear range
of movement of the FeCO apodeme (Field and Burrows 1982). The
apodeme was then exposed by opening a window of cuticle in the distal
anterior femur (Fig. 1, A and B) (see Burrows 1987b for a more detailed
description), grasped between the tips of fine forceps attached to a
vibrator (Ling Altec 101) and cut distal to the forceps.

To gain access to the CNS, a small window was cut in the ventral
thorax to expose the meso- and metathoracic ganglia that were then
supported on a wax-coated silver platform. The thorax was superfused
with a constant flow of saline at 24°C. The posterior connectives of the
metathoracic ganglion were cut while the anterior connectives and lateral
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FIG. 1. The femoral chordotonal organ
(FeCO) of a locust (A) was stimulated with
Gaussian white noise (GWN) while record-
ing the membrane potentials of spiking local
interneurons (B). The 1st- and 2nd-order
Wiener kernels were estimated by cross-
correlation. The 1st-order kernel (C) shows
how linearly an interneuron responds to the
stimulus, and the frequency-response (D)
demonstrates these corresponding properties
in the frequency domain. The 2nd-order ker-
nel (E) shows the nonlinear response prop-
erties of the interneuron. —, peaks; - - -,
troughs. In this example, the monophasic
1st-order kernel with flat gain shows the
interneuron is position-sensitive, the large
valley along the diagonal in the 2nd-order
kernel [where �1 (lag 1) � � 2 (lag 2)]
indicates hyperpolarisation in response to
both flexion and extension, which is added
to the 1st-order response. Illustrative 1st-
order kernels (F) and gain curves (G) show
how the stimulus qualities to which interneu-
rons can be most sensitive affect the shape of
these curves. H: typical responses of an
interneuron to a sinusoidal input based on
linear and nonlinear models (left showing u,
ŷ1 and ŷ2) and on a combination of both
models (right). The linear component in the
response gives equal sensitivity both to flex-
ion and extension with excitation during
flexion and inhibition during extension;
whereas the nonlinear component in the re-
sponse is observed to be inhibitive both to
the flexion and extension. Taken together
(right), the neuron response is more sensi-
tive (inhibited) to extension and only weakly
excited during flexion.
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nerve remained intact. The sheath of the ganglion was treated directly
with protease (Sigma type XIV) for 1 min before recording. Microelec-
trodes filled with potassium acetate and with DC resistances of 50–80
M� were driven through the sheath and into the somata of the spiking
local interneurons of the ventral midline group (Newland and Kondoh
1997a). Intracellular recordings were made using an Axoclamp 2A
amplifier (Axon Instruments) and results based on successful recordings
of 29 interneurons from 15 animals. All 29 interneurons had clear
first-order kernels; however, 2 of the 29 (group 3) interneurons had noisy
second-order kernels and were omitted from analyses.

FeCO stimulation

The forceps holding the chordotonal organ apodeme were moved
with a GWN signal produced by filtering a pseudorandom binary
sequence generated by a random binary generator (CG-742, NF
Circuit Design Block) that was band-limited from DC to 200 Hz with
low-pass filters (SR-4BL, NF Circuit Design Block) with a decay of
24 dB/octave. This generated a GWN signal with a flat power
spectrum �200 Hz and a Gaussian probability density function. To
move the FeCO apodeme, the source signal was then further filtered
to generate white-noise signals with a cut-off frequency (fc) of 27 Hz.
Stimulus and evoked responses of the interneurons were stored on
magnetic tape using a PCM-DAT data recorder (RD-101T, TEAC).
The data were then imported into Matlab (Mathworks, Cambridge,
UK) where it was analyzed using in-house software.

In the context of this study, we defined the input signal as the GWN
stimulus described in the preceding text (0–27 Hz) and the output
signal as the resulting synaptic potentials in the interneuron; from a
physiological point of view, the latter can be considered the physio-
logical input stimulus to the spiking interneuron.

Data analysis

The Wiener kernel method is robust to additive and uncorrelated
white noise (Schetzen 1981) and convenient in terms of its simplicity
in computation and integration making it an ideal method for model-
ing the input-output relationships of neuronal control systems. It is
also a powerful method for examining, qualitatively and quantita-
tively, a system’s dynamic response properties in cases where the
output depends mostly on recent input (fading memory systems)
(Boyd and Chua 1985). If the input signal is GWN (normally distrib-
uted amplitude, uncorrelated samples with mean value of zero), the
Wiener method allows the output signal to be decomposed into a
series of uncorrelated (orthogonal) components. These are constructed
from Wiener kernels (Fig. 1, C and E), applied to the input signal. In
this study, the input signal [denoted by u(t)] is the GWN that
modulates the change in length of the FeCO apodeme, and the system
output [denoted by y(t)] is the response (synaptic potential) recorded
from the spiking local interneurons (Fig. 1, A–D). For a second-order
Wiener model, this output is predicted by

ŷ�t� � E�y�t�� � ŷ1�t� � ŷ2�t� (1)

where E{ �} refers to the expected (or mean) value. Thus E{y(t)} is an
offset, given by the mean value of the output, and ŷ1(t) and ŷ2(t) are
the first- and second-order responses. The accuracy of the prediction
performance can be evaluated by the following fitting function

fit � 1 � �y�t� � ŷ�t��/�y�t�� (2)

where � � � refers to the Euclidean norm (mean square value). A fit �
1 indicates that the model predicts the output perfectly, and fit � 0
very poor (or no) fit.

The fitting function can be computed separately for the linear model
[without ŷ2(t) in Eq. 1] and the second-order model as given in Eq. 1.
Higher model orders may also be used to fit more complex systems

but lead to greatly increased computational load; in the current work,
we will only use first- and second-order models.

In Eq. 1, ŷ1(t) is the estimation of the linear component in the
system output response, which is computed by

ŷ1�n� � �
��0

N1

ĥ1���u�n � �� (3A)

where, ĥi(�) is the estimated first-order Wiener kernel. The number of
coefficients in the kernel (N1 � 1) relates to the “memory” of the
system. Thus for the first-order kernel

ĥ1��� �
1

P
E�y�t�u�t � ��� (3B)

where E{ �} represents the mean (or expected) value of the corre-
sponding time series [i.e., the cross-correlation between y(t) and u(t 	
�)]; u(t 	 �) is the delayed version of the input; P is the power level
(E{u(t)2}) of the input.

Since u(t) is GWN, ĥ1(�) can be regarded as the best linear
approximation of the system impulse response, and thus Eq. 3A
represents the best approximation to the underlying linear dynamics
between the system input and output. The first-order kernel ĥ1(�) can
be used to study the linear dynamics of the interneurons. One feature
of these linear responses is that they are always symmetrical: if flexion
provokes excitation, then extension leads to inhibition and vice versa.

The first-order kernel alone cannot model the characteristics of
neuronal responses such as differing sensitivity to flexion and exten-
sion. To overcome this, second-order systems include a wider range of
system behaviors:

ŷ2�n� � �
��0

N2 �
��0

N2

ĥ2��1,�2�u�n � �1�u�n � �2� � P�
��0

N2

ĥ2��,��

(4A)

The second-order kernel ĥ2(�1,�2) can be computed from

ĥ2��1,�2� �
1

2P2E�y�t� � E�y�t���u�t � �1�u�t � �2� (4B)

provided that the input is GWN. In the current work, the kernels were
estimated using the Lee-Schetzen method modified for band-limited
input signals (Lee and Schetzen 1965; Schetzen 1981), which is
computationally efficient. An example of input and output signals as
well as first- and second-order kernels is plotted in Fig. 1. In these
graphs, a movement into flexion is given as a deflection in the positive
direction (upward), and on the output, a positive deflection shows
depolarization and a negative deflection hyperpolarization. On the
two-dimensional plots for the second-order kernels, depolarization
(—) and hyperpolarization (- - -) are shown. While the methods for
estimating the models are well defined, interpreting the results can be
challenging. This will be addressed in the next section.

Interpreting the linear and nonlinear dynamics

The sensitivity of an interneuron’s response to position, velocity,
and acceleration are crucial to understanding how interneurons encode
information related to movement of the tibia about the femoro-tibial
joint. These can be revealed by the impulse and frequency response of
the system (Fig. 1, C and D), i.e., the first-order kernels. To facilitate
the interpretation, the first-order kernels for an ideal position, velocity,
and acceleration-dependent system (but limited to frequencies below
a cut-off at 27 Hz) are shown (Fig. 1F) together with the correspond-
ing frequency responses (G). Thus a monophasic time-domain kernel
with a flat frequency response (up to the cut-off frequency) indicates
a (mainly) position-sensitive system. A biphasic kernel is indicative of
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velocity sensitivity and shows a frequency response with a linear
increase (20 dB/dec, Fig. 1G). An acceleration sensitive interneuron
has a triphasic first-order kernel (and an even greater slope in its
frequency response (40 dB/dec; Fig. 1G).

While the first-order kernel would be sufficient to describe the dy-
namic characteristics of an interneuron if it behaved linearly, in practice
most interneurons have a nonlinear component. The second-order kernel
describes some nonlinear dynamics of the interneuron and can reveal how
it integrates stimuli over time (Fig. 1E). For example, the shape, size, and
position of the dominant peak in a second-order kernel shows how the
present activity of an interneuron is influenced by inputs occurring at two
previous points in time (t 	 �1 and t 	 �2). The dominant peak in the
second-order kernel for the interneuron in Fig. 1E is narrow and elon-
gated along the diagonal (where �1 � �2) and reaches its maximum 40 ms
after the stimulus onset.

Combining (by addition, see Eq. 1) the first- and second-order
models can reveal how the linear and nonlinear characteristics of the
interneuron interact in the production of a response. In the example of
the interneuron in Fig. 1H, the positive first-order kernel combines
with the negative dominant peak in the second-order kernel to reveal
that this interneuron is strongly inhibited by extension and weakly
excited by flexion of the tibia.

R E S U L T S

Effect of filtering spikes on first- and second-order kernels

Model-based analysis provided estimates of the first- and sec-
ond-order kernels that were used to characterize interneuron
responses to movement about the femoro-tibial joint. An example
of one interneuron that was inhibited by FeCO stimulation illus-
trates many of the response dynamics of the population of inter-
neurons as a whole (Fig. 2Ai). The first-order kernel of the
synaptic response of an interneuron with no spikes is mainly
monophasic (Fig. 2Aii), which indicates that this interneuron
responded primarily to the position of the tibia about the femoro-
tibial joint (cf. Fig. 1). The positive-going peak in the first-order
kernel indicates that the response is excitatory in flexion and
therefore inhibitory in extension. The valley on the diagonal of the
second-order kernel is its largest feature and suggests that the

interneuron is inhibited by both flexion and extension (Fig. 2Aiv).
However, taking the two kernels together by adding their re-
sponses (Eq. 1) shows that an inhibitory response to extension
alone is observed (as illustrated in Fig. 1H). An analysis of the
interneuron’s response in the frequency domain revealed that it
had a relatively flat gain at low frequencies, which gradually
declines 
5 Hz (Fig. 2Aiii). Taken together these results indicate
that the interneuron was position sensitive, had a low-passed
response and with a major nonlinearity occurring during extension
that enhanced the extension response, and depressed a flexion
response; this represents a compressive (or rectification) nonlin-
earity.

Interneurons often produced spikes during FeCO stimulation
with a mean of 5.25 � 1.05 (SE) spike/s (n � 29) ranging from
0 to 21.6 spike/s. To determine if filtering action potentials
prior to Wiener kernel analysis of synaptic responses had an
impact on the response characteristics, we carried out the
analysis with and without preprocessing. We found that the
kernels were not greatly affected by spiking (Fig. 2B) either
through low-pass filtering with a cut-off frequency at 90 Hz or
truncation of each spike with replacement of these samples by
linear interpolation of samples from either side of the spike
(Fig. 2C). Based on these results, and similar results from other
cases, further analysis used the raw recorded data without
explicit spike-removal.

Analysis of synaptic inputs to the midline spiking
local interneurons

Intracellular recordings from the midline spiking local inter-
neurons during GWN stimulation revealed a range of responses
following onset of stimulation (Fig. 3). Visual inspection of
interneuron responses showed that most interneurons (15 of 29)
received a barrage of inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs)
superimposed on a long-lasting hyperpolarizing potential, which
in some interneurons completely suppressed the spontaneous
burst of action potentials (Fig. 3A). A smaller group of interneu-

Ai Bi Ci

ii

iii

iv

FIG. 2. Spike filtering does not affect the
dynamic properties of the responses of an
interneuron. A: the response (i), 1st-order
kernel (ii), frequency response (iii), and 2nd-
order kernels (iv) estimated from the re-
sponse of an interneuron while it was not
spiking and show that it is extension-sensi-
tive. B, i–iv: analysis of the same interneuron
during spiking at �1 spike/s. The kernels
estimated from the same interneuron at low
firing rates show that the main output dy-
namic properties of the interneuron are sim-
ilar to the synaptic component alone, and the
frequency response remains unchanged. C,
i–iv: analysis of the same dataset as in B, but
with spikes truncated by linear interpolation
of samples from either side of the spike. Note
there is no major change in 1st-order kernel
(ii), frequency response (iii), or 2nd-order
kernel (iv) under these different spiking con-
ditions.
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rons (4 of 29) received purely excitatory input giving rise to an
increase in the number of spikes evoked during stimulation (Fig.
3B) Finally, a third group of interneurons (10 of 29) received a
combined input of EPSPs and IPSPs during FeCO stimulation
(Fig. 3C).

Linear dynamics of individual interneurons

The kernels from the 29 interneurons show many similarities
in shape and a wide range of peak times. In all cases, the
frequency response was fairly flat up to �27 Hz. To identify
groups of responses in a quantitative manner, the response
dynamics of all 29 interneurons were analyzed using a K means
clustering algorithm (Hartigan and Wong 1979) applied to the
frequency response (magnitude only) �30 Hz rather than using
the first-order kernels that include noise from all frequencies
(including frequencies above those used in stimulation, where
estimates are less robust) and variable delays that are of little
relevance in the current analysis. Cluster analysis was carried

out in the frequency domain based on the slopes (0 and 	30
dB/dec slopes, 5 and 	10 dB/dec slopes, and 0 dB/dec slope,
see in Fig. 4) to cluster kernels with respect to their sensitivity
to position, velocity or acceleration. As Fig. 4 shows, there was
overlap in the responses of groups 1 and 2. The kernels in group
1 (14 interneurons) were, however, principally monophasic with
approximately flat frequency responses in the range 0–10 Hz and
a decrease of 	30 dB/dec 
10 Hz, indicating that this group
were position sensitive with a sharp low-pass filter character-
istic. On the other hand, the interneurons in group 2 (11
interneurons) had a fast response time (reaching a peak value
earlier), and the corresponding frequency responses indicate a
5 dB/dec increase �10 Hz and a 	10 dB/dec decrease there-
after. The linear dynamics of the interneurons in group 2 were
therefore more velocity- and acceleration-sensitive according
to their frequency responses and responded with a short latency
to the velocity and acceleration information within a stimulus.
The time to peak of the first-order kernels showed that in
general, the interneurons sensitive to velocity in group 2
respond faster to the FeCO stimulus compared with the inter-
neurons in group 1. The average time to peak of the first-order
kernels in group 2 was 18 ms, whereas the time to peak for the
kernels in group 1 was 33 ms. Interneurons in group 3 con-
tained responses that had negative monophasic first-order ker-
nels with frequency responses with an approximately flat gain
in the range 0–10 Hz indicating that they were mainly position
sensitive (Fig. 4).

Dynamic properties of the second-order kernels

We used the second-order kernels to investigate the nonlinear
dynamics of the spiking local interneurons in the three groups
(Fig. 5). The system response is the sum of the first- and second-
order responses. The interneurons in groups 1 and 2 (Fig. 5, A and
B) had dominant negative peaks in their second-order kernels that
when combined with the positive dominant peaks in their first-
order kernel indicate that they were strongly inhibited by exten-
sion and only weakly excited by flexion. The converse of this was
the case for interneurons in group 3 (Fig. 5C) that had dominant
negative peaks in their first-order kernels and positive peaks in
their second-order kernels, indicating that they were strongly
excited by extension and weakly inhibited by flexion.

Within a particular group, the manner in which past inputs
nonlinearly affected the interneuron response (as given by the
kernels) were similar. For example, most interneurons in group
1 had negative dominant inhibitory peaks along the diagonal
line (�1 � �2) with two smaller positive peaks closely beside
(Fig. 5, A and B). We used the dominant-sensitive area to
separate group 1 interneurons into two subgroups (Fig. 5A, i
and ii). Interneurons in the first subgroup had kernels with a
long inhibitory area on the diagonal with peaks at �1 � �2 � 30
ms (Fig. 5Ai). Interneurons of the second subgroup had circular
inhibitory areas that peaked closer to the origin (�1 � �2 � 20
ms) and were smaller in size than the previous subgroup (Fig.
5Aii); these interneurons also had faster first-order responses.
The kernels of the interneurons in the second subgroup 2 (Fig.
5Aii) therefore responded faster and were more sensitive to
changes in the input compared with the first subgroup (Ai).

A similar trend was found in the velocity-sensitive (group 2)
interneurons (Fig. 5B, i and ii). A comparison of the average of the
dominant-sensitive areas showed that velocity-sensitive interneu-

A

B

C

FIG. 3. Response properties of interneurons to GWN. Individual examples
showing that stimulation of the FeCO led to interneurons receiving principally
inhibitory inputs (A), principally excitatory inputs (B), or combined excitatory
and inhibitory inputs (C).
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rons had second-order kernels with dominant deflections which
peaked closer to the origin and were therefore more sensitive and
faster to respond to stimulus changes (which is typical of velocity-
sensitive neurons). Group 3 interneurons (flexion/position sensi-
tive) had fast peak times for the second-order kernels that were
consistent with those for the first-order kernels.

Using Wiener kernel models to predict the response of a
system to arbitrary stimuli

We evaluated the three groups defined by Wiener kernel
analysis by analyzing the model predictions on stimuli specif-
ically designed to provide intervals with a range of constant
positions and velocities (Fig. 6). The plot shows typical results
obtained from one recording in each of the three groups. For
the linear kernels (Fig. 6A), groups 1 and 2 are seen to be
excitatory during flexion and inhibitory during extension.
Group 1 is mainly position sensitive and group 2 more velocity
sensitive, as it shows the strongest response to a change in
position. Group 3 is also mainly position sensitive but inhibited
during flexion and excited during extension. As discussed

previously, the linear response is symmetrical with the re-
sponse to flexion always being simply the inverse of that to
extension. For the sum of the first- and second-order kernels
(as used to generate the nonlinear models—Eq. 1), the response
becomes asymmetrical: for all groups there was greater sensi-
tivity to extension than to flexion. For groups 1 and 2 (Fig. 6B,
i and ii), there was inhibition during extension (with only a
small excitatory response to flexion) and for group 3 (Fig.
6Biii), the inverse was found. These observations are consistent
with the analysis of the first- and second-order kernels pre-
sented in the preceding text. Of the responses of all 29
interneurons, it is clear that no interneuron responded purely to
position, velocity or acceleration, or purely flexion or extension
but rather to a mixture of all these.

Validity of model predictions of the interneuronal responses

The accuracy of the computed Wiener kernel-based model
(from Eqs 1–4) can be measured by the fit function defined in
Eq. 2. The values of the fit functions for the linear and
second-order models directly indicate to what extent an inter-

FIG. 4. First-order Wiener kernels for 29 interneurons (separated into 3 groups using K means cluster analysis). The impulse responses of the 1st-order kernels were
normalized to a unit peak value. The monophasic kernels and flat frequency curves indicated that groups 1 and 3 were position sensitive (left and right graphs,
respectively). Group 2 interneurons had biphasic kernels and positive slopes in the frequency response and were therefore more velocity sensitive (middle graphs).
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neuron behaves in accordance with the model. The accuracy of
the estimated models and the degree of linear and nonlinear
components varied considerably (Fig. 7, A–D). For the linear
models, the mean fitness of the 29 interneurons was 16.7 �
2.18% (Fig. 7A); 43.7% was the highest fit obtained, and in

more than half of the cases, the linear models predict �20% of
the synaptic response. The nonlinear models had an average fit
of 32.0 � 2.3% and maximum of 55.5% with most models
predicting between 20 and 50% of the response measured in
the interneurons (see Fig. 7C).

AI

AII

BII

BI

C

FIG. 5. The 2nd-order Wiener kernels of
spiking local interneurons. Responses are shown
for 27 of the 29 interneurons (see METHODS).
A: the kernels from the interneurons in group 1
can be further divided into 2 subgroups. The 1st
subgroup (Ai) had large �1 and �2, indicating a
slower response time than the 2nd group (Aii).
B: similarly the kernels of the interneurons in
group 2 could also be divided into those with
large (Bi) and small (Bii) �1 and �2. This trend
was continued for the peaks of the kernels of
the interneurons in group 3 (C). Interneurons
belonging to the 1st and 2nd groups had dom-
inant negative peaks, whereas interneurons in
the 3rd group had dominant positive peaks.
The interneurons in each group were not iden-
tical but had kernels along a spectrum that was
continuous between the different groups. For
each group, the large plot shows all the re-
sponses superimposed while the shaded plot
shows the average.
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To assess the relative contributions made by the linear and
nonlinear components of the model, we expressed the linear fit
as a percentage of the total fit (Fig. 7B). We then classified
interneurons as primarily linear if this percentage exceeded
50%. Thus 17 of the 29 interneurons modeled behaved “lin-
early.” Visual analysis of the signals recorded in response to
GWN stimulation showed that these (as expected) received
both excitatory and inhibitory inputs (Fig. 7D). It should be
emphasized that this visual inspection was carried out blind,
i.e., without knowledge of the kernels for that recording. Of the
remaining interneurons, 10 had predominantly nonlinear dy-
namics.

Comparing the predictive power of the models with the
interneuron groups described earlier (Fig. 4) showed that
interneurons receiving excitatory and inhibitory synaptic in-
puts belonged to group 1 (11 of 15), which are therefore more
linear (while the others are more nonlinear, Fig. 7D). The
model fit for interneurons receiving mixed inputs (22.9 �
3.4%) and those receiving only inhibition (6.5 � 2.1%, t-test:
t � 	3.047, P � 0.011) were significantly different.

Spiking local interneurons always showed spontaneous syn-
aptic activity, even in the absence of FeCO stimulation, as
recorded prior to the onset of GWN stimulation (for example
see Fig. 3). It is therefore not surprising that during stimulation
the model fit was mostly �50% indicating that less than half of
the variance in the signal recorded from the interneuron could
be predicted by the mathematical model and the mechanical
input to the FeCO. In 20 of the 29 interneuron responses used,
we had �2 s of baseline recording before or after the onset of
stimulation. The power spectrum of this spontaneous activity
was then compared with that of the residual of the model
during stimulation (unexplained response, given by the differ-
ence between measured and predicted signal). The example in
Fig. 7E shows that at frequencies below 30 Hz, the spontane-
ous synaptic activity prior to stimulation was of a similar level

to that of the residual. At higher frequencies, the residual had
lower power than the spontaneous activity. In this and other
recordings, the synaptic noise (recording prior to stimulus
onset) could account for �50% of the total synaptic response
to FeCO stimulation. The rather low level of fitness observed
(usually �50%) should therefore not be considered to indicate
a poor choice of model, given the levels of spontaneous
activity.

D I S C U S S I O N

The neural circuitry responsible for controlling leg move-
ment and reflexive pathways in the locust is among the best
understood in any animal. Previous work has revealed the
numbers and identities for most of the key components respon-
sible for the generation of movement as well as the feedback
loops necessary to maintain its adaptiveness (Berkowitz and
Laurent 1996; Bräunig 1985; Bräunig and Eder 1998; Burrows
1982, 1987a,b, 1988; Burrows and Pflüger 1986; Field and
Burrows 1982). Spiking local interneurons play an important
role in reflex loops controlling the leg by integrating sensory
information from the chordotonal organ and other sensory
receptors and synapsing onto nonspiking local interneurons
(Burrows 1987a), projection interneurons (Laurent 1987), and
motor neurons (Burrows 1982).

The ventral midline population of spiking interneurons re-
ceive inputs from the FeCO and from leg exteroreceptors
(Burrows 1988). During FeCO stimulation, information about
tibial movement is encoded by these interneurons so that each
receives inputs from a specific set of receptors (Burrows and
Siegler 1982). Additionally, interneurons encode different
properties of the stimuli with some coding for position and
others for velocity or acceleration.

The use of the Wiener kernel method coupled with a GWN
stimulus allowed us to characterize in detail a population of

A Bi

BiiiBii

FIG. 6. Modeled responses of the interneurons. The output
responses are normalized to the maximum magnitude of input
signal. A: the linear responses of an interneuron taken from
each group. B: nonlinear models, which are the sum of the 1st-
and 2nd-order models. I: the position-sensitive neuron in group
1 closely followed the input signal in both flexion and exten-
sion directions with an inhibitory response during extension.
ii: the interneuron in group 2 showed large values when the
velocity was high and reduced responses during constant dis-
placement. iii: the interneurons in group 3 were excited during
extension and responded only weakly to flexion, and showed
sustained, mainly position sensitive responses.
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spiking interneurons known to play an important role in the
production of reflex movements of the hind leg. The first- and
second-order kernels were graded and overlapping, with a
range of times to peak responses, suggest that spiking local
interneurons use population coding to represent the sensory
input they receive from the FeCO in the production of a
resistance leg reflex.

Spiking local interneurons of the midline population

In a morphological study of the ventral midline population
of spiking local interneurons, Siegler and Burrows (1984)
found that there were �100 somata of interneurones in each
hemiganglion, although not all were spiking local interneurons
as some had axons, whereas others were from nonspiking
interneurons. Individual spiking local interneurons in this pop-
ulation receive synaptic inputs from proprioceptors only, from
exteroceptors only, and convergently from both types of re-
ceptor (Burrows 1987). None have yet been identified as
individuals; as Burrows (1985) highlighted it is not clear
whether an interneuron is unique or whether it belongs to a
small pool of interneurons with similar physiology and mor-
phology. It is clear, however, that interneurons that receive

proprioceptive inputs are morphologically distinct from those
that receive exteroceptive inputs (Burrows 1987), however, no
correlation has yet been made between morphology and coding
properties of those that receive proprioceptive inputs. Burrows
(1985, 1988) suggested that as few as 25% of the somata on the
ventral midline are from spiking local interneurons that re-
spond to leg movements about the femoro-tibial joint. Given
that it is not clear if any of these interneurons are unique
individuals, it is difficult to determine exactly what proportion
of the interneuron pool receiving proprioceptive inputs have
been encountered in our study. Sampling bias clearly cannot be
ruled out as the somata range in diameter from 10 to 30 to �m
(Siegler and Burrows (1985), however the large number of
interneurons studied in detail, and which have similar linear
properties to those described by Burrows (1988), suggest that
the response properties of a large proportion of the interneu-
rons known to receive proprioceptive inputs have been quan-
tified in this study. It remains possible, however, that additional
types may remain to be described. The results suggest that
there is a continuous range of responses, which can, however,
be roughly classified into three groups. This suggests that
population coding is present to achieve a wider range of
responses. While it is possible that there are neurons dealing

A

D

B
FIG. 7. Predictive power of linear and non-

linear models. The linear and nonlinear models
used could predict �55% of the synaptic ac-
tivity of the interneurons (A). The majority of
the synaptic activity in these interneurons was
not linear (B). Spiking local interneurons re-
ceived a range of inputs and the degree to
which their activity represented FeCO activa-
tion was graded with some interneurons hav-
ing almost no correlation with mechanical
stimulation and other ones having most of their
synaptic activity dictated by FeCO inputs (C).
Regardless of their correlation with FeCO ac-
tivity, the nonlinear component of the inter-
neurons synaptic activity contributed �15–
20% to their linear properties (C). Interneurons
receiving both excitatory and inhibitory inputs
behaved more linearly than those receiving
only one type of input alone (D). The presence
of spontaneous synaptic inputs is evident when
comparing the power level curves before and
during FeCO stimulation in one recording.
Spontaneous inputs can account for �50% of
the total output energy in this interneuron (E).
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with specialist functions (e.g., corresponding to “safety recep-
tors” responding to extreme extensions), we found no evidence
for these. It could also be that more extreme (and specific)
stimuli are required to elicit such specialized responses.

Coding characteristics of siking local interneurons

Interneurons responses were first classified into three groups
by the K-means cluster analysis of the frequency responses
(groups 1–3 in Fig. 4). These classifications were further
reinforced according to physiological properties based on vi-
sual inspection of their recorded signals (also 3 clusters) and
followed patterns of activity described in the locust by Burrows
(1988) and stick insect by Büschges (1989). Interneurons were
either excited, inhibited or received both excitation and inhi-
bition during FeCO stimulation. Cluster 1 included 11 of the 15
interneurons in group 1, cluster 2 included 8 of the 10 in group
2, and cluster 3 all 4 interneurons in group 3. Moreover, the
combined response of the first- and second-order kernels of
groups 1 and 2 show dominant positive peaks in their first-
order responses during extension and are therefore inhibited by
extension. On the other hand group 3 interneurons had domi-
nant negative peaks in the first-order kernels and positive peaks
in the second-order kernels and were therefore excited by
extension. The frequency response of the interneurons also
further subdivided them into being mainly positions sensitive
(having 0 slopes) and velocity sensitive (positive slopes).
Finally the first- and second-order kernels of the interneurons
fall within a continuum of graded peak responses times. Inter-
neurons with similar linear responses have been described by
Burrows (1988) and by Büschges (1989).

Our results suggests that all interneurons were either sensi-
tive to extension or to both extension and flexion (no interneu-
rons were found to solely respond to flexion), and most (25 of
29) showed an inhibitory response to tibial extension as was
also found in stick insects (Büschges 1989). One possible
explanation for this finding relates to the nature of the reflex in
which the spiking interneurons participate as well as the way in
which this joint is used in locomotion. During walking, the
hindleg tibia is extended during the stance phase of the step
(Burns 1973; Duch and Pflüger 1995) (while the tarsus is in
ground contact), and because the tarsus is not moving with
respect to the ground, the tibia is not likely to encounter an
obstacle that might cause it to flex and trigger a resistance
reflex. During the swing phase of the step (when the tarsus is
off the ground), however, the tibia is actively flexed through
the air and is more likely to encounter an obstacle that might
cause it to extend and thus trigger a resistance reflex. Having
more extension- than flexion-sensitive spiking interneurons
could be a form of sensory tuning favoring the type of stimuli
that the animal is more likely to encounter. For example,
sideways-walking shore crabs rely heavily on chemotaxis and
have sensory hairs concentrated on the lateral edges of their
legs (which maximizes the chance of chemo-detection), in
contrast with the nonlocalized distribution seen on the legs of
forward-walking crustaceans (Vidal-Gadea et al. 2008). The
dorsal setae of lobsters are yet another example where direc-
tionally sensitive structures are arranged so that they will face
water flow while the animal is in its resting position (Vedel and
Clarac 1976).

Population coding by spiking local interneurons

We found that the set of estimated kernels from the inter-
neurons were similar in overall shape with response character-
istics being graded along a spectrum, thus coding for different
aspects of the stimulus. The kernels found in previous work on
sensory neurons (Kondoh et al. 1995) showed a wider range of
very distinct patterns (with a clearer distinction between posi-
tion- and velocity-sensitive neurons) rather than being different
by grades as observed in the present work. For the extensor
motor neurons, on the other hand (Newland and Kondoh
1997b), first-order kernels are very consistent across record-
ings. The graded differences and overlapping patterns of ker-
nels observed in the interneurons, and the finding that no
interneuron was found to code solely for either position,
velocity, or acceleration, suggest that the task of encoding the
stimulus properties is distributed among the population of
interneurons as a whole. It is therefore likely that movement of
the tibia is encoded by the entire population of spiking local
interneurons.

To our knowledge, this is the first description of a group of
interneurons using population coding for sensory information
in the production of reflex movement. These results could
provide clues for elucidating sensory encoding mechanisms in
vertebrate proprioceptive feedback where involuntary aftercon-
tractions are modulated through yet unknown mechanisms
(Adamson and McDonagh 2004). It is known that ankle move-
ment is encoded by cutaneous afferents using population vec-
tors, which combined with muscle spindle feedback produces
stronger responses than either kind could alone (Aimonetti et
al. 2007). Similar effects are found with spiking local inter-
neurons produced by stimulating exteroreceptors and the FeCO
simultaneously in the locust leg (Burrows and Siegler 1982),
hinting at the importance of integrating multiple sensory mo-
dalities in the production of appropriate reflexes. One potential
advantage of this integration could be the added safety ob-
tained by having independent confirmation by two sensory
structures before a potential maladaptive reflex is triggered (an
ability sometimes considered to be a fundamental property of
higher nervous systems) (Stein et al. 1989). For example, the
resistance reflex mediated by the locust spiking local interneu-
rons in response to FeCO activation is modulated by input to
this population from exteroreceptors on the ventral tarsus so
that the reflex will not occur while the leg is in ground contact
(Burrows 1988). The range fractionation previously described
for spiking local interneurons in locust (Burrows 1988) and
stick insects (Büschges 1989) is likely to be a component of the
coding properties of this population of interneurons where
different interneurons respond to particular stimuli, aspects and
ranges. As new techniques begin to allow the characterization
of entire populations of neurons a picture emerges where
behaviors are not the product of a linear chain of command but
rather produced by the interaction among entire populations.
This type of coding has already been shown to take place in the
abdominal positioning system of the crayfish (Jellies and La-
rimer 1986; Larimer 1988), the escape circuit of crickets
(Miller et al. 1991) and cockroaches (Camhi and Levy 1989),
limb direction in monkeys (Georgopoulos 1991), and owl head
movement in response to auditory cues to name only a few
examples (Masino and Knudsen 1990).
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Characterization of spiking local interneurons using
mathematical modeling

The use of Wiener kernel analysis means that not only were
we able to precisely quantify the linear and nonlinear responses
to GWN inputs but that the methods produced robust mathe-
matical models that were used to test an interneuron’s response
to any arbitrary input. The resulting models were able to
predict �55% of the spiking local interneurons synaptic re-
sponse to GWN stimulation of the FeCO. This accuracy is
similar to that obtained for the flexor and extensor tibia motor
neurons (Newland and Kondoh 1997a,b) and reflects the fact
that these interneurons also receive a constant barrage of
synaptic inputs from other sources besides the FeCO (Burrows
1982). In our work, we found that the power levels of sponta-
neous synaptic activity in the quiescent period before stimula-
tion is similar to the power of the component of responses
during stimulation that cannot be explained by the modeling.
This indicates that the model performs as well as might
reasonably be expected since it would have been surprising if
the unexplained residual signal were smaller than ongoing
spontaneous activity.

Interneurons that received mixed (excitatory and inhibitory)
input behaved more linearly than those interneurons that received
only one kind, which again was expected, because in order for a
spiking local interneuron to behave linearly, it must be excited by
imposed movement in one direction and inhibited by movement
in the opposite direction. Approximately one-third of the inter-
neurons recorded showed mixed inputs and for these the linear
component of the model contributed the most to their output
prediction.

Role of spiking local interneurons in reflexive pathway

Previous work on the connectivity of FeCO afferents re-
vealed that during tibial extension, a subset of these excite
flexor tibiae motor neurons as well as a subset of local spiking
interneurons (Burrows 1987). The converse was also shown
during tibial flexion with tibiae motor neurons and a different
subset of local spiking interneurons being excited (Burrows
1987). Characterization of the dynamic properties of FeCO
afferents (Kondoh et al. 1995), the two tibial extensors (New-
land and Kondoh 1997b), and nine flexor motor neurons
(Newland and Kondoh 1997a) showed similar population cod-
ing of tibial motion as that observed in the spiking local
interneurons by flexor motor neurons but not by extensor motor
neurons (including kernel shapes, times to peak, and the graded
differences between different neurons observed in spiking inter-
neurons). Since there are only two extensor motor neurons, and
they are specialized for different tasks (SETi is used during
walking) (see Burns and Usherwood 1979), one would not expect
to find any kind of group operations being carried out by these
neurons. However, the encoding carried out by the nine flexor
motor neurons hints at the potential ubiquity of population coding
even by small numbers of neurons in relatively simple tasks.

This Wiener kernel analysis of interneuron responses has
allowed us to not only to characterize their response but also to
model their response to any potential stimulus. This means that
by knowing the joint excursion during a particular behavior
(such as walking, scratching, or jumping), we are able to model
the output of every interneuron in this population. This is an

essential step to understand the production of reflexive limb
movement in the locust and other systems and points to further
work to characterize the responses of nonspiking local inter-
neurons as they are responsible for controlling the activity
patterns of groups of motor neurons.
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